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Abstract  

Mobile commerce can be seen as the phenomenon, which is likely to take over e-commerce 
since purchasing online is increasing on mobile applications (Parameswari, 2015). The problem 
this study addresses is the uncertainty that may follow when purchasing online via mobile 
applications. The purpose of this study is to investigate some human and technology factors 
for perceived trust in mobile applications. Human factors are defined as the same thing as user 
factors throughout this thesis. 

This will answer the research question: What are the most important user and technology 
factors for perceived trust in mobile applications? The study is limited to two main areas 
(human and technology factors) that have been broken down into three subgroups based on 
perceived trust. These subgroups are: informative context for decision-making, ease of use and 
payment methods. 

To gather data, an online self-completion questionnaire was conducted and was sent out to 
different social groups on Facebook. The participated segmentation resulted in needing to be 
modified according to uneven response rates in the different age groups. The target group went 
from the whole Swedish population to only people in the ages span of 16-32. The collected 
data was processed in the analysis program SPSS to find relations among the variables.   

All the chosen factors resulted in being of great importance for users to perceived trust in 
mobile applications and to increase the interactivity between human and machine. However, 
only payment methods showed a significant value in relation to perceived trust. This result will 
be useful to companies when developing mobile applications to keep customers and increase 
sales. 

 

 

Keywords: Perceived trust, m-commerce, mobile application, human factors, technology 
factor, payment method, informative context for decision-making, ease of use, human-machine 
interface.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The following chapter contains an overview of the Internet usage in Sweden and an 
introduction to the phenomenon e-commerce, m-commerce and HMI. This chapter also 
presents identified problems within the chosen field and previous studies that has contributed 
to this thesis. Furthermore, the problem and purpose of this research is discussed as well as 
a presentation of the research question. This chapter ends with the delimitation of this 
research.  
 

 
Today, more people have access to a mobile phone than to a toilet, (Ekström, Ottosson & 
Parment, 2017) and the Internet is available to almost everyone. 98 percent of the Swedish 
population has Internet access and nine out of ten have a smartphone, this is showing in a 
report conducted by the Internet foundation in Sweden (Davidsson, Palm & Mandre, 2018).  
 
The development of e-commerce brings about major changes in both technology and 
behavioral patterns of people. E-commerce involves transactions over the Internet where 
consumers and businesses buy or sell products. E-commerce has become large in recent years 
and some stores have switched to businesses online instead of having physical stores. The 
development of e-commerce has also added the concept of m-commerce, which is briefly 
described as online consumption via mobile phones instead of computers. In Sweden, an 
average of 28 percent state that they purchased products over the Internet with their mobile 
phone at least once a month, and on average, about four out of ten of e-commerce purchases 
are made with a mobile phone (Postnord, Svensk Digital Handel & HUI Research, 2018). 
Over the years of coined concepts such as e-commerce and m-commerce, security issues have 
been highlighted among users, which places greater demands on the developer of mobile 
applications.  
 
Parameswari (2015) argues that m-commerce is likely to take over e-commerce since 
purchasing online is increasing on mobile applications and that they are becoming the new 
way to target consumers. Therefore, security is of great importance for companies developing 
applications. Security issues can include anything from secure transactions (in this case, the 
transactions of money) to usability, to the sense of trust through the interface of the 
application.  
 
The interface is important for the user to be able to navigate the application without hassle. 
Human-machine interface (HMI) is described as the interaction between humans and 
machines, which means the user preforms an action on the interface and the machine 
provides the user with the requested result (Techopedia, 2018). This can be related to a user 
pushing a button and the page they requested appears. If companies develop a mobile 
application that is not easy to use and the interaction between the user and the application is 
lacking, it may be considered as a failure.  
 
It becomes a more relevant topic for companies developing mobile applications to adjust to 
m-commerce in order to satisfy their consumers and to increase sales. This study will cover 
the aspects of the usage of mobile applications through a smartphone, not computers or other 
devices. It will not include the technical aspects in the development of a mobile application.  
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1.1 Related research  
E-commerce is a fast-growing way of consuming in today's society. Before, e-commerce was 
usually conducted with a computer, but today mobile devices are commonly used to make 
purchases, called m-commerce (Gale, 2009). M-commerce is the use of portable wireless 
electronic devices to conduct transactions over the Internet at anytime and anywhere. Many 
may confuse m-commerce with e-commerce, but they are two different electronic methods to 
conduct transaction business (Gale, 2009). Even the ubiquity feature gives the users a more 
attractive time-critical purpose to users when they purchase services or products for their 
needs (Enache, 2016). As the growth of m-commerce has increased in the past few years, 
with over 50 percent in some sections, it has motivated to have a clearer perspective to 
understand trust and the interface for applications (Laudon & Laudon, 2014). 
 
As many articles mentions, mobile commerce has become the new way of consuming. 
According to Laudon and Laudon (2014) define m-commerce as conducting e-commerce 
transactions across the Internet from businesses-to-consumers or business-to-business using 
wireless devices. M-commerce and e-commerce gives the opportunity for companies to 
connect with their consumers. An important factor to successfully link businesses and 
consumers through electronic devises is the user interface. Studies have shown that trust is a 
very important aspect when it comes to building relationships between companies and 
consumers, since there is a lack of human interactions, direct contact and direct observations 
(Giovannini et al. 2015).   
 
Within m-commerce, the graphic design and layout are important parts of the consumers 
buying behavior (Postnord, Svensk Digital Handel & HUI Research, 2018). To ensure 
success for e-commerce and m-commerce sites, it is important to ensure satisfaction for both 
sensory and functional needs of the consumer, through the interface. Studies have shown that 
key determinants of sales in online stores are page and content design (Venkatesh, Ramesh & 
Massey, 2003). This is also discussed by Yung-Ming & Yung-Shao (2010). Their research 
resulted in the conclusion that the layout affected the websites central functions and 
characteristics. The authors discuss three clear points (perceived usefulness, especially 
customization and ease of use), which turned out to have a significant strength to affecting 
user trust.  
 
Human-machine interface (HMI) is easily explained as all interfaces between human and 
machine. McDaniel (2015) argues that the look, sense and easy-to-use of an HMI can vary to 
a large extent depending on available HMI software. Using various standards of HMI design 
guidelines can form a good base, but it is also important to consult with the right user before 
the final implementation of an HMI design is established. The author also highlights the 
importance of limited screen clicks, it should be easy and efficient to navigate a page and it 
should be done with the least amount of work as possible.  
 
McDaniel (2015) and Deodhar, Agrawal and Helekar (2014) discuss the importance of colors 
within HMI. For example, to capture the user's attention, the selected background color 
should be dull and cheerless, which will prevent the user from being distracted from 
important information. Also, colors can announce a special feeling, for instance red and 
yellow may illustrate warning colors (Deodhar, Agrawal & Helekar, 2014), but this will not 
be addressed in this study.  
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As a result of HMI, security concerns have increased since process data and metadata have 
become more exposed. When a consumer makes a purchase decision and continues to 
checkout, the user interface becomes the intersection between human and machine. The 
consumer is responsible for the decision and the machine is responsible for the execution of 
the decision. To make a purchasing decision the interface must provide an informative 
context for decision-making and visibility of important elements (Pietrusewicz & Postol, 
2010). 
 
Mobile payments are one of the most constantly changing sectors in the global economy. It 
has different technologies and business models targeting different markets based on how 
users choose to transact (Wushishi & Ogundiya, 2014). The most important aspect of m-
commerce security is the payment mode. Therefore, it is important to choose payment 
methods that are commonly used by the consumers (Ivan, Milodin & Zamfiroiu, 2013).   
 
There are other factors that need to be taken into consideration. Parameswari (2015) and 
Zhang and Adipat (2005) are highlighting the importance of fast connectivity, and that the 
speed contributes to higher sales for retailers because the speed is enabling content and 
quicker user experience. Zhang and Adipat (2005) are also arguing for screen size to be an 
important user factor. According to Venkatesh, Ramesh and Massey (2003), although mobile 
phones provide access to a lot of new applications, they impose limitations. These limitations 
have shown to be the biggest source of frustration among mobile Internet users.  
 
Online trust is built when individuals or organizations experience positive online interactions 
and accepts the vulnerability of dealing with them (Giovannini et al., 2015). According to the 
author, there are certain factors that are determinants of trust within mobile commerce. When 
it comes to mobile trust these have a significant effect on consumers’ attitudes and intentions 
to purchase using their smartphone. 

 
1.2 Problem discussion  
As stated in many articles, trust issues exist in mobile commerce. And since m-commerce is 
growing with 50 percent per year in some sections according to Laudon & Laudon (2014), it 
is important to highlight these issues. Trust and perceived trust are often discussed in 
information technology related topics. The technical part regarding the construction of an 
application is in the company's knowledge, they know what is needed to be able to call the 
application safe and trustworthy. However, the trust issue may differ between companies and 
consumers as they have different knowledge about the subject. For vendors to increase sales 
and for consumers to use the application to purchase online, it is important to understand 
what is perceived as trust. Trust is a broad concept with many definitions (Boyd, 2003). The 
definition of trust may vary from person to person. What is safe and trustworthy for one 
person may be completely different to another. It is hard for vendors to please every 
customer, but the goal is to get as many people as possible to feel safe when purchasing 
online.  
 
Today companies are using different platforms to connect with their customers. According to 
Postnord (2018), it has become more important for companies to have an omnichannel 
strategy, meaning the customers should have the same experience regardless which platform 
they are using. Before, companies struggled with adapting the content to smaller screens, 
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since the websites that were created for computer screens were not adaptive to smaller 
screens (Zhang & Adipat, 2005). This is a problem since e-commerce is a growing 
phenomenon in Sweden and four out of ten swedes are e-trading with their smartphones 
(Postnord, 2018).  
 
As mentioned in section 1.1, to succeed in m-commerce and e-commerce it is important for 
the interface to be satisfying for both sensory and functional needs of the consumer. The user 
interface is the environment, which is first seen by the user, it is where the user is 
communicating, does information searches and transactions. However, m-commerce does not 
only impose opportunities. Limitations such as small screens, limited screen resolution and 
difficult input mechanism provide challenges between smartphones and m-commerce 
(Venkatesh, Ramesh & Massey, 2003).  
 
For the consumer to be able to make a purchasing decision, it is important that all information 
needed is available. The interface must provide an informative context, which means that 
there must be enough information for the customer to be able to purchase online. For 
example, a combination of both pictures and text describing the product. It is also essential 
for important elements to be visible in the interface, for the consumer to easily find what they 
are looking for. The user interface becomes the intersection between human and machine 
(Pietrusewicz & Postol, 2010).  
 
We see a clear opportunity to find data about factors that are important to the consumers, for 
them to find the application secure and trustworthy. In our opinion, companies are constantly 
searching for new ways to get their applications to stand out in a crowd. While looking for 
colors and shapes for the best design, maybe it is possible to simultaneously win consumer 
trust. According to Giovannini et. al. (2015) the user interface is an important factor to 
successfully link business and consumers through electronic devices. The authors also argue 
that trust is a very important aspect while talking about applications, because the lack of 
human direct contact and direct observation of the service provider when shopping online.  
 
Our belief is that consumers may perceive trust when purchasing products online via 
applications even though the application may not be trustworthy at all. If the application 
offers the user and technology factors that is required by the users, our belief is that the 
consumer will purchase with trust and believe that the application is safe and not be thinking 
of the underlying trust and security shortcomings that exist.  
 

1.3 Problem, purpose and research question  
M-commerce has increased drastically in Sweden, but some consumers may feel uncertain 
when purchasing online. User and technology factors are important parts of the consumers 
buying behavior in m-commerce. By facilitating customers with more information, images, 
customer reviews and preferred payment methods m-commerce approaches the advantages of 
the physical-trade.  
 
There may be factors that may affect the users trust in mobile applications, our desire is to 
investigate some of these factors and be able to determine if they have an impact on 
perceived trust.  
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There are many factors companies need to take into consideration when developing a mobile 
application. The purpose of this study is to investigate and describe some user and technology 
factors that are needed for a mobile application to perceive trust among its users. The 
research question this study will investigate is the following:  

• What are the most important user and technology factors for perceived trust in mobile 
applications?  

 
1.4 Delimitations  
This study will target perceived trust in mobile applications within the field of mobile 
commerce. In order to investigate perceived trust, two main areas have been selected: human 
and technology factors. These two main areas have been broken down into subgroups in 
order to be investigated on a deeper level. The main area human factors consist of two 
subgroups, informative context for decision-making and ease of use. And the chosen 
technology factor consists of the subgroup payment methods. Some behavioral factors such 
as buying behavior and devices will also be researched and analyzed if protruding data is 
displayed. All areas and subgroups were chosen based on previous studies and theories 
conducted by different researchers. 

 
Figure 1. Overview of research areas  

Informative context for decision-making includes almost everything related to content. This 
is what is needed for the consumer to make a purchasing decision. This research will gather 
information on how important it is for companies to have descriptive pictures and texts about 
the products, as well as the importance of being able to read and write customer reviews.  
 
Ease of use is divided into four subgroups. Each of these subgroups contains theories about 
factors that can affect trust. Response time refers to connectivity within wireless networks 
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and visibility of important elements refers to key user features and the navigation between 
them. It also includes the design on interfaces, such as the design on links and buttons and 
what features that represents trust, according to the users. Limited required screen clicks 
include how effective the process is of finding what is looked for with the least work effort 
possible. Finally, e-commerce has evolved into m-commerce with online trading on small 
screens. This may cause problems to complete the purchase because, as previous research 
stated, many may feel it is unsafe to trade via small screens. In short, ease of use is about how 
easy to use the mobile application is in the initial phase of use, and throughout the whole 
navigation process.  
 
Today, there are many different payment methods in use. When purchasing online it is 
important for the user to recognize the chosen payment methods that is offered by the 
companies. Some methods are safer than others, but can this be determined by the users? Or 
do they go on the feeling of which one feels the most trustworthy? This technology factor 
was chosen to find out which payment method users find most trusting. 
 
As a result, the literature is limited to the human and technology factors described above, plus 
literature about perceived trust, mobile commerce, human-machine interface and technology 
acceptance model. In the continuation of this study, we will refer to human and user factors 
as the same thing. The research question will be answered with the help of previous research 
and empirical data compiled by the respondents of the self-completion questionnaire. 

2. Methodology 
 
The following chapter describes the different methods and approaches that are used for the 
study. Initially, the research strategy, design and approach are described. Followed by the 
choice of method to answer the research question. The chapter ends with a description of 
the processing of the data and a critical review of chosen method. 
 

 

2.1 Research strategy  
When conducting a study, different research strategies can be used to answer the research 
question. Different scholars argue that there are three different methods that can be used: 
quantitative, qualitative or a combination of them both. According to Recker (2013) a 
quantitative method emphasis on quantitative data in the sense that numbers are used to 
represent values. These numbers are interpreted and analyzed and if they are considered to be 
of value they are viewed as strong scientific evidence of how the chosen theory works. On 
the other hand, qualitative research method is inductive which involves in-depth analysis of 
single case studies. A qualitative method is usually conducted using interviews to get further 
knowledge on a deeper level (Recker, 2013).  
 
The significance of the research question, geographic and demographic scope and structure 
entails the choice of a quantitative methodology where data collection has been done through 
a questionnaire. The questionnaire was sent to randomly chosen inhabitants in Sweden, where 
the objective was to give a representative selection. This will be further discussed in section 
2.2. In addition to the data collection method, scientific reports in similar areas have been 
studied, including studies conducted in another geographical area with similar research 
question. In addition to a quantitative methodology, the study is using a deductive approach 
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since the aim was to test previous theory with new data. An inductive approach was not 
chosen since this is often used in a qualitative research method (Recker, 2013). This is further 
discussed in section 2.8.  
 
Continuously, literature such as books, scientific articles and previous research have been 
studied on the subject and adjacent areas that are related to the subject, in order to create a 
broad foundation and a deep understanding. The research literature has been accessed 
through search engines such as Google Scholars and University of Borås own library's search 
engine Primo. When creating the questionnaire, Google's own online software tool Google 
Forms was used. This software tool is easy to use both for the creators of the form and the 
respondents when answering the questions.  
 

2.1.1 Research Design  
This study consists of a quantitative research method that has been conducted by using a 
literature study and a survey study. First, a literature study was carried out to identify the 
problems within the selected field, which then formed the research question. This has been 
done by examining many different credible studies and then applying the snowball approach. 
The Snowball approach is a reference from initial topics to generate additional substances 
(Dudovskiy, 2016). Through this method several suitable studies were found which laid the 
foundation for this study. A summary of key literature was made where certain specific 
factors were presented from previous research which created the final research question. 
After this process, was one of the main parts of the literature study carried out, the theoretical 
framework which contributed to knowledge about the chosen topic. The theoretical 
framework provided the base of the questionnaire and also the base for the entire research.  
 
The research design for the questionnaire has been the same for all participants. The purpose 
was to collect data through a so-called self-completion questionnaire (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 
It means that all participants answer individually throughout the questionnaire. One goal was 
to investigate the relationship between theory and previous research, which can be done with 
the three following approaches: inductive, deductive and abductive (Recker, 2012). As 
mentioned in previous section, this study chose a deductive approach.  
 
As mentioned earlier, the questionnaire was collected through a self-completion 
questionnaire (see appendix 3). Most of the questions (Q.10-Q.21) were linked to previous 
research and needed to be further investigated. The objective was to collect as much 
information on opinions and perceptions as possible about the subject within the time frame 
with a credible data collection. The design on the questionnaire is further discussed in section 
2.4.  
 
From the questionnaire, relations and patterns were identified from the collected data. By 
using the program Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), this process could be 
implemented more easily. The software tool SPSS is the most common program used when it 
comes to analyzing quantitative data (Sundell, 2009). Finally, the analysis identified which 
factors were the most important for the users to perceive trust in mobile applications. 
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2.1.2 Research approach  
The field of knowledge for this study follows the theory of positivism, which is common 
among survey studies. Positivism is used in the data collection in order to get an 
understanding of people's opinion about the subject. Some of the theoretical ambiguities have 
been answered with the study's true evidence (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson, 2015).  
 
The research has examined users’ opinions within the subject. The data has been collected by 
both a survey- and literature study. The literature study consists of scientific reports, -articles 
and -books. With the help of the literature study, the existing literature has been investigated 
to see what previously scholars have said about the chosen topic. Additionally, with the help 
of the questionnaire a clearer view on the subject been has established.  

 
2.2 Empirical data collection  
In order for a study to maintain a high level, certain criteria must be performed, and 
according to Bryman & Bell (2011) is the validity and reliability of a research of high 
importance. By achieving high validity in this research, the collection of data has resulted in 
relevant data, which intended to answer the research question. Reliability entails the accuracy 
and structure of research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). By performing a well- structured and 
thorough preparation of the study, the questionnaire received relative data, which resulted in 
that a comprehensible result was given.  
 
The questionnaire was shared on the social platform Facebook. In order to avoid friends and 
family responding, the survey was shared in different social groups. Profile analysis was 
made on members of the different groups, for the study to cover an as wide audience as 
possible by reaching different kinds of people in each group. The target audience of this study 
is wide; therefore, the goal was to find groups that attract all types of people with different 
ages, gender, locations, interest, opinions etc. The groups were chosen to cover our entire 
target audience (see table 1).  

Groups Information  
Honey & the bees Discussion forum. Women only. Ages 16-45 
Girlsquad Discussion forum. Women only. Ages 16-35 
Återbruka mera Lifestyle forum. Both genders. Ages 16-65 
Den största gruppen i Sverige Discussion forum. Both genders. Ages 16-30 
Vad lagar du för veganmat idag? Food forum. Both genders. Ages 16-65 
NFL-podden Sports forum. Men only. Ages 16-45 
Ekonomista  Career forum. Women only. Ages 16-30 

Table 1. Overview of Facebook groups  

By sharing the questionnaire in different social groups, this enabled reaching people who 
have no connection with the researchers of this study. This would be achieved due to friends 
and family usually having similar values and opinions, which may lead to a non- 
representative sampling and may affect the result. During the data collection, men were more 
active in answering the questionnaire than women. After that observation, additional groups 
were needed which only contained women (e.g., Girlsquad), to get a more even distribution 
between the different genders. Which explains why this study has more groups of women 
than groups of men. 
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2.3 Sampling  
With limited time frame and limited resources, the decision was to abandon a global 
sampling and focusing only on users in Sweden between the ages of 16 and 65. Collecting 
data from an entire country's population is difficult. The reason for such a broad target group 
was to capture as representative a sample as possible to reflect Sweden's population. The 
choice was to not include the population under the age of 16 because they are young and may 
not control their own consumption. At the age of 16, it is common for Swedish youths to get 
their first job, resulting in an income of their own. At the time of writing, the retirement age 
in Sweden is 65 years old. At that age, many people get a much lower income and therefore 
cannot consume the same way they did before. Therefore, the ages between 16 and 65 was 
chosen. The advantage of choosing a quantitative method with a self-completion online 
questionnaire is effective and the respondents will not be affected in the survey because how 
the researchers would present the questions (Bryman & Bell, 2011).   
 
By choosing a non-probability test according to Kumar (2014) and Bryman and Bell (2015), 
not all individuals have the same chance to be selected. Advantages that contribute to the 
study with a non-probability sampling are that the researchers are not familiar with the 
participants (Oates, 2006). With non-probability sampling, the researchers themselves select 
samples based on the subjective assessment of the research instead of a random selection 
(Bryman & Bell, 2015). As mentioned in the previous section, this study has adapted this 
method and selected which social groups the self- questionnaire should be sent out to.  

 
2.4 Design of questionnaire  
An online survey was chosen, based on a quantitative data collection method to effectively 
collect respondents' thoughts, attitudes and habits regarding the selected topic. With an online 
questionnaire, all respondents can respond adapted to their location and time and by this a 
large sample was reached. Through the chosen method of using a questionnaire with a 
quantitative approach, it only gives one chance to collect data. A literature review was made 
to prepare the questionnaire with relevant questions to answer the research question. The 
questions and the closed-end answers in the survey are specifically adapted to the research 
question of this study. Appendix 4 shows how the questions and the different answers options 
relate to research sources and theories. The questions in the survey are sufficient for the study 
to be conducted, in order to provide value-added information. The questionnaire was sent out 
in Swedish instead of English, as the targeted group consisted of people that lives in Sweden. 
By sending out the questionnaire in the target groups’ native language, the respondent's 
proficiency in English did not have to be taken into consideration. Thus, misunderstandings 
were minimized and contributed to easier understanding throughout the survey.  
 
The questionnaire was created based on Persson’s et al. (2016) guidelines. It is adapted to 
today's conditions and chosen by well-established methods to ensure the credibility of this 
study. The "rules" for each question were clearly highlighted for the respondents in the 
survey. For example, a description that explains what an interface is for the respondents to 
understand what they are responding to. The structure of the questions was well founded to 
contribute to a good flow throughout the survey. Similarly, the alternative answers were 
placed in a logical order. The aim for each question was to lead naturally to the next one.  
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The questions were designed to avoid open answers, instead the respondent is allowed to 
choose between the given alternatives that are formulated. Close-ended questions require 
larger effort in the preparatory work and less effort for the respondent. In addition, closed 
questions can contribute to practical advantages and providing optional answers that can help 
improving the respondents understanding of the question (Persson et al., 2016).  
 
The first questions in the questionnaire were intended to provide a general and demographic 
overview of the respondent, using basic information such as gender, age, education level and 
occupation. These opening questions were followed up with which electronic devices the 
respondent has access to. The next part of the questionnaire was related to behavioral factors. 
See appendix 3, Q.1-9 for detailed description. To minimize the risk of incorrect answers or 
fatigue, the questions were designed so that it was easy for the participants to understand how 
they should answer the questions. There are several scale techniques and scale levels that can 
be used in a questionnaire survey (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Throughout the questionnaire, 
many response options consist of multiple scales with either four or five closed response 
options. Several answers enable a detailed analysis. By considering the respondent's memory 
capacity, if the scale has too many response options or too few options may contribute to a 
false measurement. If the respondent cannot find a response closest to their opinion the scale 
may lose its significance and may affect the measurement negatively. There for, this study 
has chosen scales with either four or five response options, to facilitate the respondent and 
contribute to a better result (Persson et al., 2016). For example, to reduce the fatigue of the 
respondent, question ten and question fourteen have a scale of four to get a variation 
throughout the questionnaire but also give a good spread of the option alternative.  
 
According to Persson et al. (2016) the simplest nominal scale is the one that only contains of 
two options (for example "yes" or "no)". This type of method was first applied to questions 
Q.11-13. Yes and no alternatives gives clear answer options. However, yes and no scales 
contribute to a major loss of information since there are many different degrees between 
"yes" and "no" (Persson et al., 2016). This fact changed the closed response options from yes 
and no to “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Disagree”, “Strongly Disagree” and “It is not 
relevant” to enhance the information quality of this study. After the three more demanding 
questions, the survey finalizes with six less strained questions where the respondent receives 
a scale from one to five. One is representing low probability and five high probability. 
Finally, the last question was asked about the overall perceived trust for mobile applications 
(see appendix 3, Q. 15-21). 
 
Offering the respondent only "yes" and "no" options (as some questions had before the pilot 
test, see section 2.6), contributes to forcing the respondents who do not have an opinion to 
take a stand. Depending on the question, the correct number of response options must be 
provided, in order to reflect the majority of all respondents' opinions as close as possible to 
their opinion and therefore get reasonable data. By offering the respondent with a scale of 
five, these problems minimize but a new one occurs, should the answer options contain a 
middle option or not? In most cases, people who mark the middle option indicate lack of 
motivation and result in measurement errors. On the other hand, if the scale does not offer 
middle options, measurement errors are also risked, as some people do not want to take a 
stand or be forced to an answer (Persson et al., 2016). Regardless of the question to have or 
not to have middle options, measurement errors may occur. Which option should be 
considered? For example, this study chose to offer a middle option in the interface questions 
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(Q.11-13), "It is not relevant", in order for the participants to feel that they do not need to 
take a stand, however, an alternative was chosen which nevertheless gives a result. Thinking 
that it is not relevant also means the question that is asked may not be relevant to the 
participant. In this way, more data can be generated. But the location has been chosen 
carefully (to the right and not in the middle) to hopefully get people who indicate a lack of 
motivation to disprove and take a stand. According to Persson et al. (2016), a general 
recommendation is given to have a middle option, but the study was aware that it could affect 
the outcome.  
 
Finally, there are some shortcomings that came with this kind of design of the questions. 
Some respondents may answer the question without reading properly or answer it with least 
effort possible and maybe chooses the first options in the response scale. This is something 
that cannot be predicted (Persson et al., 2016). 

 
2.5 Mock-ups  
Three different interfaces (mock-ups) were designed to provide representative answers, 
where each interface is based on existing companies. As the proverb goes, an image says 
more than a thousand words. The respondents can more easily create their own opinion by 
seeing an image in front of them and give their opinion about the interfaces. Through the 
interface, all respondents get the same picture, and thereby minimize misinterpretations and a 
representative result appears.  
 
All three interfaces were designed in three different ways to test different theories. For 
instance, Pietrusewicz and Postol (2010) discuss the expose of the most important elements 
and informative context for decision-making. By designing the interfaces in different ways, 
this theory can be tested.  

 

Figure 2. Interface 1 
 
Interface 1 is designed in a way to confuse the user. The menu bar is located at the top of the 
screen with buttons in text, placed in an illogical order. The text in the middle of the screen is 
placed right above the links of women’s and men’s jackets, making it messy with a lot of 
text. In addition, the text with grey background is completely irrelevant. Interface 1 
symbolizes a complex design in terms of much information at the same time, which can be 
interpreted as unnecessary, redundant and illogical.  
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Figure 3. Interface 2  
 
Interface 2 represents a distinct design. The menu bar is located at the bottom of the screen 
with buttons in icons, placed in a logical order. It is easy to navigate with clear buttons and 
links to offers etcetera, and it is an effective process of making a purchase and proceed to 
checkout. This interface exudes simplicity as there is an offer in the middle and no other text 
is visible. This differs from the previous interface where the user was overloaded with 
unnecessary information.  

 

Figure 4. Interface 3 
 
Interface 3 differs the most from the others, by not providing a shortcut design (thus, there are 
no shortcuts to product categories or checkout). If the user wants to access a certain category, 
he/she needs to click through a lot of buttons. Each category leads to a subcategory and that 
subcategory leads to the product categories. The interface is simple with no unnecessary text 
to confuse the user, it only contains one offer in the middle, behind the removable menu bar. 
This interface represents an ineffective purchase process with a lot of clicks before entering 
the checkout page. See table 2 for the differences between interface 1-3.  
 
Finally, interfaces 1 and 3 differ from interface 2 by the buttons being in text instead of icons. 
As mentioned before McDaniel (2015) writes that the visibility of important items that are 
available and the number of clicks (efficiency) are important when it comes to designing an 
application. Based on this, the interfaces have been designed to test this theory. Interfaces 1 
and 2 contains of more important items on the first page compared to interface 3. See 
appendix 4 for a deeper understanding on the design on the interfaces according to chosen 
theories.  
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Table 2. Overview of the differences between interfaces 1-3  
 

2.6 Pilot test of questionnaire  
To be sure that the questionnaire was easy to understand, easy to answer and generate good 
data, it was tested on a group of people consisting of friends and families. Twenty-five people 
participated in the test where they answered the questionnaire and provided feedback. 
Making a pilot test was proved to be a very good method to ensure that others who are not 
familiar with the subject understand the questionnaire and therefore can provide as honest 
answers as possible. The feedback that was received was very rewarding and led to several 
changes in the questionnaire. Besides some spelling errors, the order of the demographic 
questions was changed to a logical sequence (gender, age, highest level of education and 
main occupation).  
 
Before the pilot test was made, the interface questions in the questionnaire had a small 
explanation that the interfaces were based on existing companies. The feedback was received 
that several people did not know what an interface was and that it might be good to have an 
explanation of it before the respondents answer the questions. This was considered usable 
feedback since it was taken for granted that everyone knew what an interface was, because it 
was obvious to the researchers. Therefore, a description above the interface questions was 
introduced as an introduction to make sure that the respondents respond honestly to the 
questions, enabling the study to get better data when respondents know what they respond to. 
 
Questions eight and nine in the questionnaire led to big confusion among the respondents. A 
description told the respondent that if a certain answer option was chosen in the previous 
question, one question would be answered and the other would be skipped and vice versa. 
Here, there were several people who did not understand what they should do. The feedback 
was to reformulate these questions so that the respondents clearly understand what to do. An 
additional change that was made, was the response options on the interface questions. 
However, this was not feedback from the test group, but deeper research was done on 
questionnaire design. See figures in appendix 2 for all changes.  
 

2.7 Data analysis  
The purpose of analyzing data was to obtain usable and useful information. Since a 
quantitative method was used for this study, the comparison of variables and the 
identification of relationships between them could be made (Recker 2013). The purpose of 
the data analysis was to answer the research question. The relationship between the different 
variables from the collected data was further analyzed and conclusions were made.  
 
As mentioned before, the survey was compiled in Google's own online software tool Google 
Forms. To get a more accurate analysis the data was converted from Google Forms to an 
Excel document and was then exported in to SPSS. The program is a software tool for 
analyzing statistical data, where relationships and correlations can be easily found using 
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variables.  
 
The collected empirical data was analyzed, interpreted and compiled based on the 
respondents' answers. As mentioned above the survey questions were well structured and 
carefully selected. Recker (2012) discusses that data must be coded in a suitable way that 
allows several analyzes to be carried out. This method was suitable when data coding should 
be converted from raw data to appropriate numerical values to analyze the responses from 
self-completion questionnaire.  
 
After the Excel file was added to SPSS, the data was converted to numeric values. For 
example, question 10 had the following alternatives: “Very important”, “Pretty important”, 
“Not important” and “Not important at all”, but were instead converted to the values 4, 3, 2 
and 1. Thereafter were some of the data removed because the data were not credible or 
relevant. SPSS provided a useful overview of the collected data, existing variables, the 
correlation and relation between them.  
 
Data analysis is necessary to make it more considerable and informative in comparison to 
data in its raw form. The result will be presented according to human and technology factors 
which is illustrate in figure 1, see section 1.4. From the collected empirical data has several 
conclusions been established. 

 
2.8 Motivation of the chosen method  
A study can contain both quantitative and qualitative methods. This study will use a 
quantitative method in the form of a questionnaire study with a deductive approach most 
relevant based on the purpose of the study as a starting point. The authors of this study have 
chosen a deductive research focus because it first explores known theories or phenomenon 
after which tests whether that theory is valid in given circumstances (Recker,2013). With a 
quantitative method, the study can be divided into statistics and interpretative analysis. The 
reason why not an inductive approach was chosen was because of the time availability, there 
is a shortage of time to complete the study with an inductive approach.  
 
This was the most suitable methodology for this study since the objective was to gather 
information from a large sample, and gather information about perceptions, attitudes and 
opinions (Recker, 2013). The opinion was that a qualitative method was not the best possible 
approach since a large sample was collected. To hold interviews with such a large group of 
people was not suitable, it is time consuming and it will not be performed within the time 
frame.  
 
There are some benefits a survey contributes to, Recker (2013) argues that questionnaires 
have geographical advantages. Through a questionnaire, a flexible data collection method is 
compiled by examining the collected data online. When the data is compiled, SPSS was used 
to analyze the data. The reason for using this software tool when compiling and analyzing 
data is to easily find correlations and relationships between different variables. The aim of the 
study is to find the correlations between different variables, such as trust and payment 
methods, and to see if one depends on the other. This can be found using this program.  
 
The questionnaire is based on the respondents answering the questions on their own and by 
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having bound answer options allows for handling many responses, which means that this 
method omits open questions. By restricting respondents to closed answers, the response 
options may not fully reflect the respondent's opinion. The reason for the closed answer 
options was chosen is to reduce information loss and it is easier to analyze closed answers. 
Should respondents answer by themselves using text, a software tool would not be enough to 
analyze the answers. If a program cannot be used, the data must be analyzed by hand, which 
does not fit into the time frame. With closed answer options, we prevent respondents from 
discussion or spontaneity (Trost & Hultåker, 2016). Further arguments why the study omits 
open questions is because of the reason that the survey is anonymous which makes it difficult 
to reconnect to the respondents. In order to reach a wide range of participants, a quantitative 
method is the main research method. The method underlies the well-planned structure and 
accuracy of the development of data acquisition tools aimed at achieving to fulfill credible 
responses and high response capabilities. The motive for choosing a quantitative research 
method was primarily as mentioned above, and the opinion is that the use of a qualitative 
research method was not in the time frame and will not give the data that is requested. This is 
an important reason for why a quantitative method was chosen instead of a qualitative, that it 
would not be generalizable. 

 
2.9 Critical review of method  
Bryman (2002) writes about the criticism towards quantitative research. A criticism that the 
author raises is that researchers have too much confidence with measuring instruments and 
measuring procedures. The study cannot fully rely on the results generated from the programs 
because of potential human errors from the input process. This sampling is not representative 
to the Swedish population and do not reflect the same as reality, it is a theory based on the 
data collected during the study investigation. According to Bryman (2002) all respondents 
does not possess the knowledge to answer a particular type of question. To prevent this, a 
description of different terms is provided, making the respondents to get the knowledge that 
is necessary to respond to the questions.  
 
According to Lundgren & Eriksson (2013), the response rate on surveys has fallen sharply 
over the past ten years. Where the authors chart the lowest respondent group, only 40 percent 
of respondents between 20–24 years respond to an online questionnaire. Criticism can then be 
directed to the fact that the number of respondents may be relatively low, or that a better 
spread around the ages had been desired for a more credible result. It is also important to 
mention that people in the same social groups, usually have the same interest, tend to behave 
and act in a similar way, which can lead to a misleading result. Since we have chosen where 
to share the questionnaire, everyone does not get the same chance to participate in the study. 
This method was chosen because a "non-probability test is a sampling technique where the 
researcher chooses samples based on the researcher's subjective assessment instead of 
random selection" (Bryman and Bell, 2015). The Facebook groups were chosen based on 
subjective judging to reach out to the chosen sample group. Which can result in a non-
representative sample of the Swedish population and can ultimately reflect the result of this 
research.  
 
One of the biggest problems this study faced was the possibility of people not responding to 
the questionnaire. To counter this, the questionnaire was shared in many different groups on 
Facebook. This increased the chance of getting a convincing result and covering the chosen 
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target group. For example, there were groups that attract young people and other groups that 
attract older people, these groups differed from interests, social contexts, cultures, etc. A 
further aspect that made people respond to the questionnaire was that reminders were sent out 
to the selected groups. By reminding the people in the social groups at different times, the 
response rate increased. The questionnaire was shared four times: the first time, three days 
later, then again after two more days and the last was shared one week after the first sharing.  
 
In order to obtain a representative selection, SCB's advice was considered regarding 
selection. There are two factors that affect the precision in our selection: how the selection is 
drawn and how large it is, and how much that is asked for varies over the population (a large 
variation gives less precision) (SCB, 2017). The investigation will be difficult to know in 
advance whether the selection gives precision. If previous research never been done before, it 
is difficult to know how much survey variables vary over the population (SCB, 2017). 
However, similar research has been made before, which allows to review previous 
investigations and see which selection has been made and if they have become representative. 
In this way, an advantage can be taken of early investigations to ensure that mistakes are not 
made that lead to not getting a representative selection. An investigation by SCB shows that 
precision increases when a sample size increases from 100 to 500, but larger groups of, for 
example, several thousand do not give the same difference in precision. Therefore, the 
objective was to collect data from 100-500 participants in the survey, to get as high level of 
precision as possible.  
 
This study chose to create three interfaces based on previous theories. More interfaces could 
have been created to test even more theories, but since there is a limited time frame this was 
hard to achieve. The reason for only choosing one picture of the interfaces is because there 
was no time to develop these applications in order for the participants to be able to test them 
physically. Therefore, a quantitative method was chosen, because the aim was to reach as 
many participants as possible, instead of choosing to have few interviews where the 
participants can test the application for real. 

 
3. Theoretical framework 
 
In the theoretical framework, previous research and theories will be presented. Concepts 
such as the main subject, perceived trust, are presented as well as the three chosen 
subgroups: informative context for decision-making, ease of use and payment methods. 
Other important concepts and theories such as m-commerce, TAM and HMI are also 
described.  
 

 
3.1 HMI, human factors and technology factor 
Human-machine interface (HMI) is briefly explained as “humans and computers 
communicating with each other” (Desney S. Tan, 2018). According to the author, HMI is a 
term known under several names, for example user interface or human-computer interface, 
but all these refers to the same signification. The interaction between human and machine is 
based on human inputs, which the machine converts to the requested result. Such inputs may, 
for example, be moving the mouse to click on something on a computer or to press buttons 
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with your finger on a smartphone. To make such processes effective, the interface must be 
useful, efficient and satisfying to the user. The general idea is to create interfaces that are 
appreciated by the user. Therefore, it is important to adapt interfaces to human physical, 
mental and behavioral capabilities (Desney S. Tan, 2018).  
 
When it comes to interfaces, the usability is of high importance for the application to be 
useful. Both human and technology factors play a significant role in usability. McCartney 
(2014) explains it: “One aspect of human factors is usability; the ease of use or the quality of 
a user’s experience with a product or a system. Usability includes design, interaction and 
evaluation of human use of technology in particular contexts”. The human factors 
informative context for decision-making and ease of use was chosen to be examined in 
relation to trust in mobile applications. This is further discussed in section 3.4 and 3.5. 
 
M-commerce has made life easier for many people with new technology that enables daily 
transactions performed wirelessly for increased convenience, however, this is not achieved 
without some security threats (Wushishi & Ogundiya, 2014). In line with the changes in the 
mobile device atmosphere, consumer preferences has changed, which has transformed the 
consumers’ shopping experience. Technology is forcing consumers to use their mobile 
devices to make a purchase from any geographical location at any time (Karadeniz & 
Gözüyukari, 2016). The authors continue with a definition of m-commerce, being a popular 
approach for consumers to order or pay for products using their mobile device. This study 
wants to investigate the technology factor payment methods, in order to determine which 
payment method is considered as the most trusting, among the users. This is further discussed 
in section 3.6. 
 
To get a time perspective on HMI research, the article that was published 29 years ago was 
chosen to see if the theories are in line with today's theories. The article focuses on how to 
cope with human errors through system design (Rasmussen & Vicente, 1989). This research 
will not cover system design, but instead focus on the user interface design. The authors write 
“the growing complexity of technical installations makes it increasingly difficult for users to 
understand the system's internal functions”. The same conclusion may be drawn to the user 
interface. If the user interface becomes too complicated and not useful to all users, the 
application will probably not be used at all. As mentioned above, human factors and user 
factors are defined as the same thing in this thesis. It is of interest to investigate and describe 
some human (user) and machine (technology) factors and to find out if these have an effect 
on perceived trust in mobile applications. 

 
3.2 Technology acceptance model  
The technology acceptance model (TAM) is an information systems theory on how users 
accept and use new technology (IGI Global, 2019). When users are introduced to new 
technology, they may not use it in the way that was intended. This theory suggests that 
several factors influence the user's decision about how and when they will use new 
technology (IGI Global, 2019). The theory is based on two branches: perceived usefulness 
and perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989). Davis (1989) defines perceived usefulness, as “the 
degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job 
performance” and perceived ease of use, as “the degree to which a person believes that using 
a particular system would be free of effort”. Even if the users believe that an application is 
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useful, they may also think that the system is too difficult to use. The performance benefits of 
usage can offset the efforts of using the application. The actual usability is affected by the 
perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989).  
 
According to Giovannini et al. (2015), there is a link between perceived usefulness and 
relative advantage, where relative advantage represents a new idea that can be perceived as 
better than similar already existing ideas. The authors also argue for parallels between 
perceived ease of use and complexity, which can be seen as the relation between how 
difficult something is to use and what is already used.  
 
Mobile commerce is a major phenomenon that offers many new innovations and changed 
purchasing behavior patterns. Important trust determinants such as perceived ease of use and 
perceived usefulness should, according to Giovannini et al. (2015), play important roles in 
technology interactions. According to the authors, it is important for developers to keep in 
mind what is useful in getting the usability to over stage the technical difficulties. Therefore, 
this study suggests that perceived ease of use is an important factor that can have a major 
impact on the success of an application. Perceived usefulness was not chosen to be examined 
further since the interest lies in determine what kind of user and technology factors is 
perceived as trustworthy and if ease of use has an impact on users perceived trust in mobile 
applications. 

 
3.3 Perceived trust  
Trust is a concept with multiple definitions. According to Boyd (2003), there is offline and 
online trust. Whereas offline trust is directed only at people or organizations and online trust 
involves technology such as hardware, software and the Internet, and the device deploying 
the technology. Online trust is built when individuals or organizations experience positive 
online interactions and accepts the vulnerability of dealing with them (Giovannini et al., 
2015). Trust definitions vary depending on who you are talking to, but according to Urban, 
Amyx and Lorenzon (2009) trust can be defined in three dimensions: integrity/confidence, 
ability/competence and benevolence. Where credibility, integrity, ability and confidence 
dimensions are connected to the provider of, for example, an application whereas 
benevolence is connected to the consumers’ beliefs about the provider’s intentions.  

On computers, users are secured by various encryption and antivirus programs when 
performing transactions online. However, security tools for m-commerce are a relatively new 
concept for users, which mean that consumers may face the uncertainty of carrying out 
transactions in mobile commerce when there is no human physical contact or having seen the 
products in reality (Chong, Chan & Ooi 2012). 
 
Online trust has been found important since it has a significant role in decision-making for 
online transactions. A reason for lack of trust in mobile commerce and why many are not 
using it is because of the network capabilities and interface design. Data transactions through 
mobile devices operate in a wireless environment, putting connectivity, security and privacy 
at high risk (Nilashi et al., 2015).  
 
However, advantages such as mobility and ubiquity are exclusive factors that are only 
available to mobile context. The trust transfer result from online context and ease of use when 
it comes to mobile trust has a significant effect on consumers’ attitudes and intentions to 
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purchase online using their mobile device (Giovannini et al., 2015). 
 
According to Giovannini et al. (2015), previous empirical studies have produced several 
relevant factors that are determinants of trust within mobile context such as propensity to 
trust, experience and proficiency in technology usage, perceived ease of use, information 
quality, graphical characteristics, customization and personalization, privacy and security, 
third-party guarantees, reputation and offline presence. Among these factors perceived ease 
of use, information quality and graphical characteristics were chosen to investigate further.  
 
A main concern in mobile commerce implementation is solving trust issues. To provide trust 
among consumers is a relatively difficult achievement for businesses (Nilashi et al., 2015). It 
is a complex process that need close consideration on what makes consumers perceive trust. 
This is a difficult task, but according to Nilashi et al., (2015), trust among consumers is 
gained when providing trust in mobile software and websites for making transactions. To 
attract consumers to mobile commerce, trust in mobile platforms is critical due to open 
wireless networks. Other than gaining trust in mobile software, the authors argue that trust is 
also achieved when understanding customer perception about e-commerce websites. In prior 
studies, the impact of interface design has been examined for building trust in mobile 
commerce (Nilashi et al., 2015). A main objective for this research is to investigate if a well-
designed application may lead to trust in that specific application and in mobile commerce. 
According to Ranganathan and Ganapathy (2002), the design and content of a website plays a 
significant role in attracting and retaining customers. To realize a good ROI, there must be a 
focus on the consumer’s expectations. 

 
3.4 Informative context for decision-making  
When deciding whether to purchase or not, it is important that there are certain factors that 
allows to make a decision. What these factors may be is in the interest of this study to find 
out. The theory of Pietrusewicz & Postol (2010) is narrating the importance of the content in 
a web page or mobile application. This study wants to determine what kind of informative 
context is needed for the user to make a purchase decision. The basic idea is that consumers 
make decisions based on the information available. Information quality or content quality 
needs to be accurate and satisfactory for online consumers to make a purchase decision (Yang 
et al., 2005). In addition to this, parallels were added to see if a certain interface have an 
impact on trust on mobile applications. 
 
To provide the consumers with sufficient information, McKnight and Chervany (2001) argue 
for the importance of a well-designed mobile website with ease of use navigation. This is 
important for the consumers to make a purchase decision. When purchasing online, the 
content and visuals are more important. In physical stores, the consumers can touch and feel 
the products, but when shopping online, the consumer cannot achieve the same experience 
and perception of a product. Web sites or applications need to provide sufficient information 
to ease user understanding, such as detailed product description and transparent price 
information (Yang et al. 2005). Therefore, it is important to have well-explanatory product 
texts, customer reviews, pictures and/or videos describing the product (material, size, color, 
shape, etc.). By offering these factors, a purchase decision can be carried out with a higher 
sense of trust. When the Internet situation is “normal”, i.e. when the consumer feels that 
nothing can go wrong with the ongoing purchase, then the consumers have a basis for trusting 
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the vendor (McKnight & Chervany, 2001). 
 

3.5 Ease of use  
The actual usability is affected by the perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989). In this study, ease 
of use was chosen to find out how important it is for an application to be easy to use for it to 
perceive trust. A system can be considered too complex even though the complexity is not 
high. This occurs when the complexity of using a system contemplates the efforts applied 
when using the system (Salimon et al., 2017). As mentioned before, it is important for 
companies to develop well-designed interfaces because trading face to face cannot be 
achieved in mobile commerce. Therefore, it is important to have a simple application that is 
easy to use, in order to prevent the users to avoid the system if the complexity involved in the 
process is too high (Aboelmaged & Gebba, 2013). 
 
It is important that mobile commerce providers prioritize to reconfigure and strengthen the 
platform, in order to serve existing users effectively, and to attract a large number of new 
users (Salimon et al., 2017). If the interface is not interactive enough, this can reduce the 
functionalities (Chong, Chan & Ooi, 2012). Salimon’s et al. (2017) states in their research 
that it is essential for designers to ensure that the platform is useful and easy to use. It is also 
stated that the design of the platform should be designed in a way that meets the need of the 
users in order to reduce the users’ physical and mental accuracy when using the platform.  

 
3.5.1 Response time  
Wireless network connection may vary depending on time and locations, making the 
connection unstable. If there is a slow and unreliable connection with low bandwidth, 
problems with the quality of streaming media and data downloading may occur (Zhang & 
Adipat, 2005). Slow or bad connectivity may be a factor that are crucial for the users when it 
comes to determining whether to purchase from an application or not. This research aims to 
test Zhang & Adipat (2005) and Parameswari’s (2015) theories about 4G and wireless 
Internet connection, to determine if users believe that an application is considered to be 
unsafe and unreliable if factors such as 4G and wireless network connection do not exist or 
function poorly. Without a fast connection, the users may experience risks since the purchase 
can be terminated in the middle of a transaction. Therefore, an investigation will be 
conducted to see what causes users to cancel their purchase. 

 
3.5.2 Visibility of important elements  
The disadvantage of Internet commerce is that direct interactions between buyers and sellers 
disappears, the trade exchange takes place via screens instead, which means that business 
transactions can be difficult to achieve. In order to counteract distrust and develop mobile 
trust, website design elements can be applied for mobile commerce (Nilashi et al., 2015). To 
increase the HMI interaction there are certain elements that need to be visible in order for the 
application to be used effectively by users.  
 
McDaniel (2015) presents twelve viewpoints to create more efficiency with HMI, some of the 
points are more relevant to this study than others. For example, the visibility of important 
items that are available and numbers of clicks. This study wants to examine what the most 
important key factors are (buttons, text, product descriptions, customer reviews, etc.) that is 
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required for an application to perceive trust. This area is completely consistent on each screen 
where it is displayed, so the user immediately knows where to find the information they are 
looking for. By these points, this study will examine if the placement or design of the buttons 
influence user trust in the application. For instance, if the buttons should be in icons or text, 
or if the placement of them is of importance. There is also an interest in finding out where 
key factors should be placed to accomplish easy navigation.  
 
As discussed in section 3.5, McKnight and Cervany (2001) highlighted the importance of 
ease of use navigation. It is not only important to place user factors in convenient order or 
places, it is also important that the application is easy to navigate in order for the user to find 
what they are looking for. Therefore, it lies in this study’s interest to investigate what kind of 
interface design exudes easy navigation.  

 
3.5.3 Efficiency  
McDaniel (2015) highlights the importance of efficiency within the navigation process. The 
user of an application should be able to find what they look for with as few clicks as possible. 
For instance, the sales may increase if there is a direct link to the checkout page. In this study 
there is a desire to investigate whether it is important to easily navigate the user with as few 
clicks as possible to streamline the buying process and achieve the best experience without 
unnecessary clicks. It is also of interest to examine how important it is for the user to be able 
to efficiently carry out a purchase and if the number of clicks has any significance in the 
sense of trust in mobile applications. To establish this, three interfaces was created with 
different efficiency in the buying process to determine if efficiency is of importance in the 
sense of trust.  

 
3.5.4 Screen size  
Small screen size may also be a crucial factor for decision-making. The development of trust 
in mobile commerce may be foreclosed if there are limitations in the system resources such 
as weak multimedia facilities, capability and smaller screens (Nilashi et al. 2015). Users may 
feel that the screen is too small when accessing an application or website through a mobile 
phone. Developers may encounter problems because webpages may not be adaptive to a 
mobile phone screen making it “aesthetically unpleasant and un-navigable” (Zhang & Adipat, 
2005). Non-adaptive screens were a common issue in 2005, when most websites were still 
created for larger screens, such as computer screens. Today, the problem is not to the same 
extent, since many companies have chosen to offer a mobile application instead of having to 
access the website via a web browser. It is common to offer two versions, one for mobile 
screens and one for computer screens.  
 
The screen size has been of importance ever since the mobile phone's rapid development. The 
size of the mobile phone screen has shifted between being as small as possible to being as 
large as possible, but still in such a size that it can be handheld. Users may trust computer 
screens above mobile screen for many reasons. Therefore, it is of interest to find out whether 
the small screen problem still remains, and if it has an impact on users' sense of trust in 
mobile applications.  
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3.6 Payment methods  
Mobile commerce is depending on the availability of secure payment methods and m- 
commerce businesses must provide at least one type of payment method in order to charge 
the consumer for the product or service. The choice of payment method can affect the 
consumer’s decision to purchase from the application or not. Wushishi & Ogundiya (2014) 
are stressing the importance of different payment solutions, they can be used to influence 
consumer behavior with an end-to-end mobile payment solution. As previous mentioned in 
section 1.1, Ivan, Milodin & Zamfiroiu (2013) discuss the importance of the usage of 
common payment methods that is recognized by the users. As mentioned in section 3.1, it lies 
in the interest of this study to investigate if users find that some payment methods are more 
secure than others. This may affect the application's perceived trust, if the application only 
offers the payment method that is perceived as least secure, the user may not purchase and 
instead look elsewhere. One hypothesis is that applications reflect greater security if several 
known payment partners are available (e.g. PayPal, Klarna, Swish etc.). 
 
The reason for choosing this technology factor is because transactions may be considered a 
sensitive topic among consumers since it includes money. Therefore, are payment methods an 
interesting topic in relation to trust. Continuously, the reason why only one technology factor 
was chosen is because of the time frame. 

4. Results and Analysis 
 
This section presents the results of processed data that answer the research question. First, 
participated segmentation is presented with statistics on the participants in the survey 
study. Last, the result of the study is presented, divided into our chosen subgroups. The 
processed data is also analyzed alongside the chosen theories.  
 

 
4.1 Participated segmentation  
159 people participated in the self-completion questionnaire, which is summarized in table 3. 
As described in section 2.4, the first four questions are general questions about the participant 
(gender, age, education and occupation). The majority of the answers were from women (88 
responses), which corresponds to 55,3 percent. It was still fairly evenly distributed since the 
men accounted for 68 responses, which corresponds to 42,8 percent. Then there were three 
participants who would not identify with the two gender alternatives, these corresponded to 
1,9 percent.  
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Table 3. Overall participated segmentation                Table 4: 16-33 -participated segmentation  
 
The goal was to get an as even distribution between the genders and the age groups as 
possible, this was succeeded in the gender groups. Although in the age segments it was 
unfortunately difficult to get even groups. Even though the Facebook groups were carefully 
analyzed, the age span of the research was not covered to the same extent. Unfortunately, it 
turned out that the older age group was not as active in the social groups. Which led to the 
answers from the older participants becoming too few, therefore they were chosen to be 
removed in the analysis. Which resulted in the choice of analyzing only the age group of 16-
32 to get more credible and representative data. After the overall result (see table 3), all 
participants between the ages of 33-65 were removed. Additionally, one participant from the 
group 16-33 were filtered out because the participant's response tended to be unjustified and 
not credible. Therefore, the result and the analysis are only directed towards the age span of 
16-32, for this group that was examined, the result is probably representative. See table 4 for 
finalized participant segmentation.  

 
4.2 Behavioral factors in m-commerce  
The result has provided information about the participant’s behavior factors when shopping 
online. Additionally, how often they purchase products online, and if there are any 
differences depending on which devices they are purchasing with (in this case via a 
smartphone). Table 5 illustrates how often the participants have purchased online (blue) and 
how often they have purchased via their smartphone (green) during the last 12 months, see 
appendix 1 for tables. A clear outcome is that people prefer to purchase through their 
computer instead of their smartphone.  
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Figure 5. Behavioral factors when purchase products online (%) 
 
Postnord estimates that an average of 28 percent of the Swedish population purchase online 
with their mobile phone at least once a month (Postnord, Svensk Digital Handel & HUI 
Research, 2018), this study resulted in 20 percent (see figure 5). The result of the behavioral 
factors resulted in that men and women are equal when they purchase products through their 
smartphone. A correlation was carried out through SPSS, which resulted in the gender not 
being dependent on how often a person purchase online or how often a person purchase 
online via a smartphone (appendix 1 - Q.1 * Q.6 and Q.1 * Q.7). 
 
Even though the collected data resulted in that all participants had a smartphone (see table 4), 
the majority does not purchase products via their smartphone. The three main reasons are that 
many find the screen is too small (36,5 %), additionally that it is easier to make mistakes 
(30,7 %) and that the application differs too much from the web page (21,2 %). The people 
who purchases products several times a week, once a week and a few times per month with 
their smartphone prefer to shop with their smartphone because they always have access to it 
(43 %). Further on, if other applications are required (e.g. Mobilt BankID, Swish), they are 
always available on their smartphone (32,4 %), followed up with that it is easier and faster to 
purchase thought their smartphone (14,3 %). See appendix 3 for complete self-completion 
questionnaire.  

 
4.3 Informative context for decision-making in mobile applications  
There are many aspects that can be taken into consideration in order for an application to 
offer informative context for decision-making. Therefore, this research has been limited to 
three subgroups (customer reviews, product description and product pictures/videos). The 
result of Q.10 in the questionnaire highlights all three subgroups and it indicated that 72,3 
percent thought that the opportunity to read/write customer reviews is important for an 
application to feel safe and trustworthy. Furthermore, Q.10 resulted in that 92,4 percent found 
that a product description is another important aspect. The last subgroup additionally gave a 
clear result, 93,3 percent of all participants thought that it is very important to have suitable 
pictures and/or videos of the products to be able to perceive trust in the application and 
wanting to make a purchase.  
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Q.16-17 indicated that users prefer information that may be irrelevant instead of not having 
enough information. As mentioned before, Pietrusewicz and Postol (2010) discussed the 
importance of informative context for decision-making and optimized screen content. By 
drawing a connection between the authors research and this study, all three subgroups are 
very important to give the user a clear informative content to be able to make a purchase. 
Therefore, it is important to have well-explanatory product texts, customer reviews, pictures 
and/or videos describing the product (material, size, color, shape, etc.). By offering these 
factors, a purchase decision can be carried out with a higher sense of trust.  
 
Users may experience non-adaptable and not optimized screen content when using web 
browser to access web pages through their smartphone. Companies may encounter problems 
because web pages may not be adaptable to a mobile screen, which makes it “aesthetically 
unpleasant and un-navigable” (Zhang & Adipat, 2005). Based on the collected data, is it 
established that the application needs to be well adaptable and to have significant screen 
content.  

 
4.4 Ease of use in mobile applications  
One of the most important factors according to the collected data, 94,3 percent of all 
participants agreed that the application must be easy to use (appendix 3, Q.10). However, all 
users have different technical backgrounds, skills and different habits. This means that 
something that may be easy for one person may not be easy for someone else. Through the 
interface questions an average value (mean value) emerged, it shows which of the different 
interfaces that the participants prefer the most. Table 5 shows that interface 2 has the highest 
average value in all categories. It also has the highest average on the overall trust (3,36). This 
indicates that interface 2 is the one that feels the most trustworthy among all the participants 
and this is the interface that is preferred among the users for the application to perceive trust. 
Interface 1 had a value of 2.88 and interface 3 had a value of 2.73. In conclusion, the 
difference between the mean values in the column “trust” is quite high, which gives a clear 
result that interface 2 has the most preferred interface for the user to believe that the 
application is trustworthy. 

  Interface 1 Interface 2 Interface 3 
Easy to use 3,58 3,59 3,00 
The location of the buttons 2,86 3,51 2,75 
Logical order of the buttons 2,87 3,44 3,06 
Icons / Text 2,69 3,42 2,7 
Important factors 2,84 3,22 2,87 
Easy to navigate 3,01 3,37 2,79 
Effective to purchase 3,24 3,47 2,93 
Enough information 2,74 3,33 2,61 
Trust 2,88 3,36 2,73 

Table 5. Important factors from interface 1-3 (mean)  
 
Table 5 shows that users prefer icons instead of text when it comes to buttons and navigations 
throughout the applications. The data from Q.10 resulted in that 91 percent (52,4% very 
important, 39% quite important) of the participants found it important to have a quick and 
easy navigation process to the checkout page, for the application to perceive trust.  
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Interface 2 presented the most effective buying process (3,47), among the participants. As 
mentioned in section 3.5.3, there was an interest in finding out if it is important for the user to 
be able to efficiently carry out a purchase, this has now been established that it is of 
importance. McDaniel (2015) also stated in his previous study that it is of significance to 
keep important items available and to have limited screen clicks throughout the application. 
According to the collected data, the checkout button is an important factor. The placement 
and order of the buttons proved to be best placed in interface 2, according to the participants. 
The checkout button will be further discussed in the next section.  
 
Slow or bad connectivity was established to be a crucial factor when purchasing via a mobile 
application. 86,6 percent of the participants found that it is important with quick internet 
connection. The result from Q.15, gave that 59,1 percent of the participants would cancel 
their ongoing purchase, with a high probability, if the connectivity is bad or slow. The result 
of this research is that Internet connection is an essential factor for an application to be 
considered safe and trustworthy.  

 
4.5 Payment methods in mobile applications  
The result of the questions related to payment methods resulted in that 65,7 percent found 
that it is important to have several payment options for an application to feel secure and 
trustworthy. Previous studies stated that payment methods are an important security issue, 
and there are many different payment methods in use today. That is why it is important to 
choose the right payment methods that the users prefer (Ivan, Milodin, & Zamfiroiu, 2013). 
The result showed that 83,8% of the participants found that the payment method Klarna felt 
very safe, followed by invoice (65,7%), direct payment (60%), Swish (54,3%), card payment 
(52,4 %) and Paypal (33%).  
 
The outcome of Q.18 indicates that 62,8 percent of the participants would cancel their 
purchase with a high probability if there are not enough preferred payment methods. 
However, Q.20 resulted in a divided opinion between the participants where 51,45 percent 
found that the checkout button does not have any significant impact in a purchase, while 
48,55 percent would cancel their ongoing purchase if the checkout button did not exist on the 
first page.  

 
4.6 Perceived trust in mobile applications 
To measure the relationship between the three subgroups with the main variable perceived 
trust, a linear regression analysis was performed. To show the effect of the relation between 
the dependent variable (perceived trust) and the three independent variables (informative 
context, ease of use and payment methods). The result showed that payment methods were 
the only one of the three groups that has a significant value. The default limit value is 0,05, 
the lower the significant number is, the more reliable the result is (Sundell, 2009).  
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Table 6. Line Regression  
 
R2 adjusted at the bottom of table 6 explains the phenomenon that is being investigated. In 
this case, it is not a good explanation model since it only explains 2,1 percent. But it still 
shows that we know 2,1% more about what we investigated than what we knew before. Since 
there is only one significant variable, this is the one that stands for the explanation value. The 
reason why R2 adjusted was selected is that it considers a smaller sample (the participants 
were 105 people, which represents a relatively small sample). Significant value results and 
can be interpreted as a measure of how likely it is that there is an effect of the independent 
variable on the dependent variable. In this case, if payment methods increase with one unit, 
then perceived trust increases by 0,617, we can see that payment methods have a significant 
effect on perceived trust. 

 
5. Discussion  
 
The discussion is based on the theoretical framework and the results of the survey study 
presented in previous section, the purpose of which is to measure perceived trust with the 
selected subgroups. 
 

 
According to (Pietrusewicz & Postol, 2010), it is important to have informative context for 
the user to make a purchase decision. The result came to the same conclusion as the chosen 
theory. However, what is tested in this study differs from the previous study. We chose the 
subgroups: customers’ reviews, product text and product pictures/videos and all of these 
resulted in being important to have, for the user to make a purchase decision. According to 
the participants, it was more important to offer more information that may not be relevant 
rather than too little information. This can be drawn in parallel to the theory provided by 
Yang et al. (2015), which says that information quality or content quality needs to be accurate 
and satisfactory for online customers to make a purchase decision. A conclusion that can be 
drawn from the collected data is that, what is relevant can vary from user to user. This can 
result in why the participants want more information rather than too little, in order for them to 
be able to exclude the information they do not think is relevant. Furthermore, Yang et al. 
(2015) is arguing for the importance of having suitable content and visuals. If product text, 
customer reviews or pictures/videos are not available, users may not be able to understand the 
product and may choose not to purchases and thereby cancel the purchase. Meaning that the 
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content in an application needs to be sufficient, there cannot be unnecessary information to 
overwhelm the user or too little information. This may prevent the user from making a 
purchase. This can relate to the result that our three chosen subgroups are of great importance 
for users to purchase online with a high sense of trust.   
 
Our research result strengthens Zhang & Adipat (2005) and Parameswari’s (2015) theories 
about quick internet connection. 86,6 percent found it to be an important factor to perceive 
trust in an application and 59,1 percent of the participants will cancel their purchase if there is 
a poor internet connection. Without a quick connection, users may experience risks because 
the purchase can be terminated in the middle of a transaction.  
 
In order to increase the HMI interaction, the checkout button must be visible on the first page, 
according to our result. Nilashi et al. (2015) and McDaniel (2015) discuss the keep of 
important elements. We chose to test factors such as if buttons should be in text or icons and 
if the placement of them is of importance. A previous study indicates that an icon-based 
interface is advantageous in a small display (Pallesen, 2001). Which can explain the result in 
this study, the screen of the phone is often much smaller than on a computer, with the help of 
icons, the application can be perceived as simpler and less messy and can make the user 
perceive the application as more trustworthy. 
 
The research resulted in that, the user preferred buttons to be in icons instead of text and that 
they should be placed at the lower bottom of the interface for a more logical placement since 
it is closest to the thumb, which is a common finger to use when using a smartphone. 
McDaniel (2015) and McKnight and Cervany (2001) highlight the importance of ease of use 
navigation. It is important for the user to find what they are looking for with limited screen 
clicks. This was tested in our research and resulted in that interface 2 had the most preferred 
navigation. If the application is difficult to navigate, the chances of canceled orders will most 
likely increase, and the user may move on to another application that is easier to navigate. 
The result also shows that it is very important (3,47 in mean value of maximum 4), that the 
application should be effective, and that the user should be able to efficiently make a 
purchase. 
 
As mentioned in section 3.5.4, it was of interest to examine Zhang and Adipat (2005) and 
Nilashi et al. (2015) theories about small screen size being a problem. The conclusion is that 
small screen size is the biggest reason for why users do not want to purchase through their 
smartphone. The other two factors are: it is easier to make mistakes and the application 
differs too much from the webpage. Users may believe that information is easier to miss on 
smaller screens than on computer screens since the mobile application version of a web site is 
often smaller and compressed.  
 
According to the result from this study, Klarna is the payment method that perceives the most 
trust among the users. Invoice and direct payment are also among the most popular payment 
methods. The reason for why these three payment methods got the highest percentage in 
perceived trust may be because by paying with these, no personal information is required to 
the company in question, such as card number or phone number. Instead, it is the external 
billing company that receives the information. As Wushishi and Ogundiya (2014) and Ivan, 
Milodin and Zanmfiroiu (2013) argues, it is important to offer a wide range of payment 
methods since companies do not know exactly which payment method the users prefer. 
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Instead, it is better to have several payment methods to choose from so that there is at least 
one payment method that the users feel safe to use. 
 
The result showed that the users preferred and trusted interface 2 the most. The collected data 
showed that interface 2 also resulted in easiest to use and being the easiest to navigate, which 
might be because a special shortcut was available (checkout) and there were only few clicks 
required. The checkout button was more visible and better positioned compared to interfaces 
1, while interface 3 had no shortcut for checkout at all. Users found that interface 2 had the 
most relevant information. Especially with the help of having the buttons as icons, relevant 
information appears more clearly (e.g. offers) which makes the application less complex and 
more trustworthy (Pallesen, 2001). Interface 2 was also the one that users found the most 
effective to make a purchase on. Although interface 1 required few clicks and less steps 
throughout the purchase, users preferred an additional security step that shows an overview of 
the shopping bag before completing the purchase.  
 
When looking at the line regression, only payment methods had a significant value. Ease of 
use and informative context are subjective subjects, which can be difficult to measure since 
the opinions on the subject can vary from person to person. People also have different 
technical backgrounds, which may lead to that an application can be easy to use for some 
people, but very complex to others. It is difficult to explain abstract social science concepts, 
which is why payment methods are the only one that gave a significant value since it is a 
more concrete concept and is therefore easier to measure. Just because payment methods 
showed a significant value for perceived trust, it does not mean that the other concepts are 
insignificant for perceived trust in mobile applications.  
 
Desney S. Tan, (2018) explains HMI as humans and computers that are communicating with 
each other. For this to work, it is important that the interface is designed in a way where it is 
possible for the user to use it. If the user interface is too complicated, there is a high 
probability that the interface will not be used at all. It is important for the users to feel 
confident on how the interface is used. If the interface is easy to use, the users create greater 
self-confidence and are able to use the interface with a high sense of trust. The factors that 
was chosen to be investigated showed to be off importance for the interaction between human 
and machine to work.  

6. Conclusion 
 
The following chapter presents the survey study conclusions, which can be found after the 
presentation of results and discussion. The conclusions must fulfill the purpose of the 
survey study and answer its research question. The conclusions are followed by 
implications and limitations. Finally, it is discussed how further research can be conducted 
based on the survey study's result.  
 

 
With the help of previous research and the data generated from our own survey study, we 
have gathered enough knowledge to be able to draw conclusions and answer the research 
question: What are the most important user and technology factors for perceived trust in 
mobile applications?  
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When developing mobile applications, companies should take the following factors into 
consideration in order for the users to be able to use the application with a high sense of trust, 
and for companies to keep customers and increase sales:  

Human factors:  
Informative context for decision-making  

• It is important for the user to be able to read/write customer reviews and to have clear 
descriptions, pictures and/or videos of the product.  

• The users prefer having more than enough information even though it may be 
irrelevant, rather than to have lack of information.  

 Ease of use  

• When using an application, users prefer buttons in icons rather than in text.  
• Users prefer the buttons to be located at the bottom of the screen.  
• It should be easy to navigate around the application regardless of the user previous 

technical background.  
• Almost all participant (94,3%) thinks it is very important that an application is easy to 

use.  
• Quick Internet connection and stable connectivity are important factors to perceive 

trust in a mobile application.  
• A majority of the users that participated in the survey study would cancel their 

purchase if there is bad or slow Internet connection.  
• The design on interface 2 turned out to perceive the most trust, among the users.  
• Small screen size is the biggest reason for why users do not want to purchase through 

their smartphone.  
• It is very important that the application is effective, meaning that the user should be 

able to find what they look for with limited required screen clicks.  

Technology factor:  
Payment methods  

• Preferred payment methods should be offered to the user to perceive trust in a mobile 
application. Since this vary from user to user it is recommended to offer a wide 
variety of payment methods in order to please all the users. According to this study, 
the payment method Klarna has the highest perceived trust.  

• There should be a shortcut to the checkout on the first page.  
 

6.1 Limitations of the study  
Our study is limited even though an acceptable response rate was achieved, and the study 
managed to collect 158 responses (before some data was removed). The result can be affected 
differently if the average between the age groups would have been even, and a larger number 
of participants had participated. We chose to remove certain age groups, where the response 
rate was not achieved, and a representative result could not be given. But if an entire analysis 
had been carried out, it might have resulted in that there was no difference between the age 
and therefore have been include in the result.  
 
Another limitation of the study was that prior knowledge to the analysis program SPSS was 
low. Which subsequently resulted in the distance between the answer option was to small, 
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because of this, only a few variables showed a clearly significant result. We chose four or 
five response options, had we had sufficient knowledge of SPSS before the start of the study, 
then we would instead have chosen seven or nine response options.  

 
6.2 Further research  
This research has focused on three subgroups for perceived trust but there are many other 
factors that affect the subject. Today, everyone basically owns a smartphone, but rather 
purchases products through their computer instead. It would be interesting if other factors in 
mobile commerce were investigated to see if they have any impact on trust in mobile 
applications. Previous studies show that some color exudes a certain feeling, but does color 
and design have any specific impact on perceived trust in mobile applications?  
 
Even though we live in an international society, this research has only focused on the 
Swedish population. Since the trade is becoming more and more international and it is easier 
to trade from other countries, it can be interesting to investigated differences in mobile 
commerce from various countries.  
 
Since it is difficult to investigate subjective factors, such as informative context for decision-
making and ease of use, concrete factors can be more relevant to investigate. With help of 
several respondents, larger research can be carried out in order to obtain a deeper analysis of 
the influence between payment methods and perceived trust in mobile applications.  
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Appendix 1 - Tables  

 

Crosstabulation - Q6 Purchase Products Online * Q1 Gender  

 

Correlations - Q6 Purchase Products Online * Q1 Gender  

 

 

Crosstabulation - Q6 Purchase Products Online Via Smartphone * Q1 Gender  
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Correlations - Q6 Purchase Products Online Via Smartphone * Q1 Gender  

 

 

Linear Regression – Informative context group/Ease of use/ Payment methods group 
dependent variable: Q21 Safe through application  
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Appendix 3 - Self-completion questionnaire 
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Appendix 4 - Table of sources in questionnaire 
Sources Question  
Svenska Centralbyrån (2018)  
The purpose task of the Statistiska 
Centralbyråns (SCB) is to provide users and 
customers with statistics for decision-making, 
debate and research. Through SCB statistics on 
the population of Sweden, this study may allow 
the collection of basic general and demographic 
information such as gender, age, education and 
occupation of respondents that may be evaluated 
in this study.  

Q.1 Gender?  
Q.2 Age? 
Q.3 What is your highest level of education? 
Q.4 What is your main occupation? 
 

Svenska Centralbyrån (2016)  
SCBs statistics shows the access to Swedish 
population use of computers and the use of IT 
such as the Internet access at home or outside 
with help of different devices.  

Q.5 Do you have access to any of the 
following? 
 

Postnord, Svensk Digital Handel & HUI 
Research (2018) 
More people choose to purchase products over 
the Internet, about 66 percent reported on 
average in the third quarter that they had been 
shopping online over the last month.  

Q.6 How often have you during the last 12 
months purchased products online? 
 
Q.7 How often have you during the last 12 
months purchased products online via a 
smartphone?  

Ivan,  Milodin, & Zamfiroiu (2013) 
The authors put great emphasis on transactions 
being an important security issue. There are 
many different payment methods in use today, 
that is why it is important to choose payment 
methods that are common to the user.  

Q.8 Choose the options closest to your opinion 
for the reason why you chose to purchase 
products via a smartphone?   
A. If other apps are needed to complete a 
purchase, they will be available on my 
smartphone (e.g. Swish and Mobile BankID) 
 
Q.9 Choose the options closest to your opinion 
for the reason why you NOT purchase products 
that often via a smartphone? 
A. It does not feel safe to pay via a smartphone 
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Q.10 In your opinion, how important are the 
following alternatives to consider an application 
secure and trustworthy?  
A. Multiple payment options that is commonly 
used (e.g. PayPal, Klarna, Swish, card payment, 
invoice etc.) 
 
Q.14 How safe does the following payment 
method feel? 
 
Q 18. How likely is it that you will cancel your 
ongoing purchase if any of the following occur. 
Not enough of preferred payment methods 
 

Pietrusewicz & Postol (2010) 
They discuss HMI as the user interface 
becoming an intersection between the decision 
and the decision’s execution. A user makes a 
decision regarding what to purchase and goes to 
the checkout, and then the system is responsible 
for the decision’s execution, that is to bring the 
user to the checkout. It is important that these 
interact with each other and been done within 
seconds to prevent the user from abandoning the 
shopping cart. Therefore, the authors discuss the 
importance of informative context for decision-
making, optimized screen content and the 
expose of the most important elements in the 
interfaces. 

Q.10 In your opinion, how important are the 
following alternatives to consider an application 
secure and trustworthy?  
A. Informative context for decision-making (e.g. 
product description that allows you to make a 
decision faster, e.g. what material it is on a 
garment) 
 
Q.11-13 
A. It provides sufficient information to make a 
purchase decision 
 
Q.16 How likely is it that you will cancel your 
ongoing purchase if any of the following occur, 
the application contains too much and irrelevant 
information 
 
Q.17 How likely is it that you will cancel your 
ongoing purchase if any of the following occur, 
the application does not provide enough 
information 

Parameswari (2015) 
The author is discussing 4G providing a faster 
data connection and that the speed is 
contributing to higher sales for retailers, because 
the speed is enabling them to provide content 
and quicker user experience. Research is 
showing that 47 percent of the consumer expect 
a website to load in two seconds, meaning there 
is a high risk of consumer abandoning their 
shopping cart if it exceeds that. 

Q.10 In your opinion, how important is the 
following alternatives, to consider the 
application secure and trustworthy?  
A. Quick response time (e.g. quick internet 
connection) 
 
Q.15 How likely is it that you will cancel your 
ongoing purchase if any of the following occur, 
bad/slow internet connection making the 
application load too slow 

McDaniel (2015) 
McDaniel provides twelve concrete viewpoints 
to create more efficiency within Human 
Machine Interface, for example, the use of 
different colors, the keep of important items that 
are available and limited required screen clicks. 
The author writes that using various standards of 

Q.10 In your opinion, how important is the 
following alternatives to consider the 
application secure and trustworthy?  
A. Easy to navigate to checkout with limited 
required clicks 
A. Good pictures and/or videos of the products 
that you want to buy 
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HMI design guidelines can form a good base, 
but it is also important to consult with the right 
user before the final implementation of an HMI 
design is established.  
 

 
Q.11-13 
A. There is a convenient placement of buttons 
A. It is easy to navigate between different 
features (e.g. different buttons, categories, offers 
etc.) 
 
Q.19 Bad design and user interface (eg, illogical 
placement of buttons or difficult to navigate) 
 
Q. 20 How likely is it that you will cancel your 
ongoing purchase if any of the following occur, 
there is no shortcut to checkout on the first page.  

Zhang & Adipat (2005) 
The wireless network connection may vary 
depending on time and locations, making the 
connection unstable. If there is a slow and 
unreliable connection with low bandwidth, 
problems with the quality of streaming media 
and data downloading may occur. Small screen 
size is another subject that is discussed in this 
article. Users may feel that the screen is too 
small when accessing an application or website 
through a mobile phone. Developers may 
encounter problems because webpages may not 
be adaptive to a mobile phone screen making it 
“aesthetically unpleasant and un-navigable”. 

Q.9 Check the options closest to your opinion 
on why you chose not to purchase products so 
often via a smartphone? 
A. The screen is too small on my smartphone 
 
Q.10 In your opinion, how important is the 
following alternatives, to consider the 
application secure and trustworthy?  
A. Quick response time (e.g. quick internet 
connection) 
 
Q.15 How likely is it that you will cancel your 
ongoing purchase if any of the following occur, 
bad/slow internet connection making the 
application load too slow 

Boyd (2003)  
There is offline and online trust. Whereas 
offline trust is directed only at people or 
organizations and online trust involves 
technology such as hardware, software and the 
Internet, and the device deploying the 
technology.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q.21 How safe do you feel when you buy 
products from an application on your 
smartphone? 

Interface 1 Pietrusewicz & Postol (2010)   
• Buttons in text instead of icons  
• Menu bar at the top of the screen  
• Buttons placed in illogical order  
• Too much information, may be 
interpreted as unnecessary, redundant and 
illogical  
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Deodhar, Agrawal & Helekar (2014)  
• Hard to notice the offer since it is 
placed at the bottom with the same color as 
the background  

McDaniel (2015)  
• Shortcut to checkout  

 

Interface 2 

 

Pietrusewicz & Postol (2010) 
• Buttons in icons instead of text 
• Menu bar at the bottom of the screen 

(logical placement since it is closest to 
the thumb, which is a common finger to 
use when using a smartphone) 

• Buttons placed in logical order 
• Just enough information, do not confuse 

the user with too much text 

Deodhar, Agrawal & Helekar (2014) 
• The offer is in the middle of the screen, 

easy to notice 

McDaniel (2015) 
• Shortcut to checkout 

 
Interface 3 

 

Pietrusewicz & Postol (2010) 
• Buttons in text instead of icons 
• Removable menu bar from the left side 
• Buttons placed in logical order 
• No unnecessary information 

Deodhar, Agrawal & Helekar (2014) 
• The offer is in the middle of the screen, 

easy to notice at first glance 

McDaniel (2015) 
• No shortcut design (no shortcuts to 

product categories or checkout) 
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University of Borås is a modern university in the city center. We give education programs and courses in 
business administration and informatics, library and information science, fashion and textiles, behavioral sciences 
and teacher education, engineering and health sciences. 
 
At the Department of Information Technology, we have focused on the students' future needs. Therefore, 
we have created programs in which employability is a key word. Subject integration, wholeness and 
contextualization are other important concepts. The department has a closeness, both between students and 
teachers as well as between industry and education. 
 
Our courses and programs with a major in informatics are centered around basic concepts as system 
development and business development. In our wide range of specializations there is everything from 
programming advanced systems, analyze the needs and requirements of businesses, to conduct integrated IT and 
business development, with the common purpose of promoting good use of IT in enterprises and organizations. 
 
The department is carrying out IT-related research within the university’s research area called Business and IT. 
In terms of field, the research activities are mainly within computer and systems science. Particular areas of 
focus are data science and information systems science. Both scientifically and professionally-oriented 
research are performed, which among other things is manifested through that research is often conducted based 
on domain specific needs of business and government organizations at local, national and international arena. 
The professionally-oriented research is also often manifested through our participation in the Swedish Institute 
for Innovative Retailing (SIIR), which is a research center at the University with the aim of contributing to 
commerce and society with the development of 
 innovative and sustainable trade. 
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